
Emma Sandrey
for Cardiff Central
For me, politics is personal.

In my professional life, I'm a
manager working for a third sector
organisation on an EU funded
employability project - for me Brexit
doesn't just offend my principles,
it's personal.

It will have a very real impact on the
jobs of my staff and on the clients
we support. It will also affect my
friends who are EU citizens who
have made homes here and likewise
my British friends living in Europe
who have also made homes there. I
reject the notion that people don't
belong because of their nationality
or race (or any other characteristic
for that matter).
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About Emma;
Elected in 2017 to Cardiff Council
Elected to 4 member ward of Pentwyn in
Cardiff Central.

Deputy Group Leader
Deputy Group Leader and Spokesperson
for Strategic Planning and Transport

Non-Exec Director and Governor
Non-Executive Director of Cardiff Bus and
School Governor at Springwood Primary.

Brexit is consuming our political
discourse and making us as a
country mind numbingly insular,
leaving us unable and/or unwilling
to work together with other
countries to address bigger issues
which affect us all, regardless of
borders, such as the climate crisis,
which we have so little time left to
find solutions to.

But it's not just the climate crisis,
it's the refugee crisis, it's the rising
costs of living, income and wage
stagnation, automation and
robotics, the changing world of
work, all of these challenges which
affect the way we live necessitate
cooperation with our neighbours.

I believe we not only need to stop Brexit and
remain in the EU, we also need to tell people
why we want this, and what we intend to do
after we've won.

I want to be the Lib Dem MP for Cardiff to fight
for our values. For inclusiveness, for clean air,
for cooperation, for sustainable living, for
reducing inequality, for social justice and to
save our planet - because if we don't, then
everything else we want to achieve for current
and future generations will be impossible.
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